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            Create Rich, Colorful Landscapes

            
            The story of colored mulch starts with Amerimulch®. As a pioneer in the colored mulch industry, our colorant blends and cutting-edge equipment bring landscapes to life with vibrant color. We continue to be an innovator so you can provide more options and better results for your customers.

            
              Let's Get Started
            
          

        

    

  

    
      
                  
          
            
          
          
        
        
          Innovative products and unparalleled experience

          
Did you know the Amerimulch® brand was born from a mulch production company? In other words, we’ve been in your shoes. We know firsthand that your profitability relies on consistent material quality and dependable, on-time delivery. We are mulch colorant and coloring equipment suppliers committed to forging true partnerships with all mulch producers and landscape contractors. Our goal is to help you gain efficiencies and improve profit margins during the mulch manufacturing process.


        

      

    

  
    
      
        Related Equipment

      
      
          
            
              
              

            

                
              Spitfire
            

                
              Spitfire Pump Injection Systems are designed to transform any fiber sizing equipment into a mulch coloring production system. All systems utilize a peristaltic pump to allow for precision water rate control and highly accurate colorant application. Spitfire systems arrive pre-tested and calibrated for easy start-up and, like all Amerimulch equipment, include our guarantee of total customer satisfaction.
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              Marksman Technology
            

                
              The Marksman allows you to streamline your mulch production and drive out inconsistency in the finished product. Simply program a production rate in yards per hour, a water application rate in gallons per yard and a colorant application rate in pounds per yard—the system monitors production, measures any variances and automatically adjusts water and colorant flow rates to ensure every yard of mulch is perfectly colored.
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                        Mulch Colorants & Additives

                        Amerimulch® colorants deliver outstanding performance season after season and year after year. Our colorants are specially formulated to optimize viscosity, meaning there is less settling and better coating.

Our exclusive Ultra and Premium colorant and additive lines give you flexibility in production, no matter what fiber you use or the volume you produce. With multiple manufacturing locations across the country, you can be confident that your colorant order will arrive fast, fresh and exactly when you need it.
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        Better data leads to better results for colored mulch producers
      
                
  
            
                
                    
            
            

                    
        How to choose the right mulch coloring equipment for your operation
      
                
            
  
            
                
                    
            
            

                    
        Signs you’re ready to upgrade your mulch coloring equipment
      
                
            
  
            
                
                    
            
            

                    
        Calculating your labor and loader cost and why it matters
      
                
            
  
            
                
                    
            
            

                    
        Why now is the time to start producing colored mulch
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ChromaScape

marketing@chromascape.com
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